CONTENT CREATIONS
CLIENT: Sprint
CHARITABLE PARTNER: Youth Guidance
PROJECT: Sprint-4-Change (part of the Sprint outreach program)
ALT TITLE: Sprint2Inspire, Sprint in the Community
FORMAT: All day Seminars / Content and Education Series
PROGRAM DATE:
11/11/15: Music | The Recording Industry | Stage Prep
THE CONCEPT: CMN will partner with Sprint to create an innovative video
content and educational series that inspires and empowers south side Chicago
students to pursue their passion in the arts. The goal is to build three (3) all-day
programs a year; each program would be designed to help participant’s of the
Chicago organization Youth Guidance better prepare for a career in the arts.
THE DETAILS: The programs are designed to be all-day creative seminars. The
first Spint-4-Change program would have a focus on Music, | Recording
Industry | Stage Prep, followed by a program focused on Photography |
Graphic Arts, and finally, a series focused on Technology | Social Media.
THE PARTICIPANTS: CMN will work with the administration of Youth Guidance
to get the word out, and invite students. Students who truly have a passion in the
area of focus will be encouraged to participate by sending in a detailed
questionnaire. Limiting student participation to a total of 40 will help the program
better focus on the students.
THE OBJECTIVE: In addition to giving the students valuable information and
unprecedented access to industry professionals, it is the mission of Sprint-4Change to encourage participants of the Youth Guidance program to pursue their
passion in the arts, and help them through the hardship, and the painful loss of a
loved one that so many of the students have experienced with the healing power
of the arts.
THE CHARITABLE PARTNER: Youth Guidance or YG, creates and implements
school-based programs that enables at-risk children to overcome obstacles, focus
on their education, and ultimately succeed in school and in life. YG directly serves
more than 8,000 youth each year, and touches the lives of more than 14,000
youth, parents, teachers and community members leading them toward positive
futures through programs that guide them academically, socially and emotionally.
THE CONTENT SERIES: Each of the three all-day programs will be captured on video and distributed
on a Sprint-4-Change micro-site as well as various social-media platforms. Content distribution will be
at the responsibility of Sprint, but will follow the suggested content strategy outlined by CMN. The all-day
program will be edited down to an approximate length of 3:00. In addition to capturing the day’s events
within the professional setting, producers will also get interviews in that setting with select students.
These interviews will be incorporated into the main content piece, and edited into quick (:20) pieces for
more sharable content. Some b-roll of the students’ neighborhood to get a better understanding of their
background, and struggles they’ve overcome.
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THE CREATIVE DIRECTION: The creative direction of the Spotlight video content series will be similar
to the emotional narrative and inspirational tone associated with the Youth Guidance organization. Shot
documentary style, the content promises to be an emotional journey for its viewing audience. The edit
will cut between scenes of the program and guest speakers and the story of the individuals in
attendance. Licensed music tracks will be placed throughout the each content piece to support the
emotion of the scene. A graphic theme of quadrants/sections will be used as a transitional device to help
keep the viewer engaged with the many different stories.

Candis Welch
High School Senior

Clean yellow lines animate on
and introduce the graphic theme.

Short clips of students talking
about life and why music is
important in their life.

b-roll footage of student’s
neighborhood, possibly stock
footage or news footage.

Graphic animation will be used in
transitions, and quickly take the
viewer from one seminar/story to
the next.

Local Chicago recording artists
will be brought in to mentor the
students, and interview them in
an industry related setting.

Shots of students laying down
tracks in the studio.

Shots of the students working in
the studio, applying what they’ve
learned.

Towards the end of the series,
shots empowerment,
achievement, and success.

Graphic animation at the
conclusion of each piece, with
quadrants populated with clips
from the various stories.
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CONTENT CREATIONS

THE PROGRAM SCHEDULE: This proposed schedule underscores
the importance of having students walk away with valuable information
and the tools needed to pursue a career in a program’s area of focus.
The following schedule is for the first of three programs:
9:30am -10:15am

Welcome – A Little Reality (Guest Speaker gives it to the students straight, the
road to success is difficult, but worth it)

10:15am – 11:15pm Music Business (Guest Speaker discuss the importance of understanding the
business side of the industry)
11:15pm – 12:15pm Music Theory/Arrangement (A guest instructor/composer will talk about the skill
behind producing a great track. The original song composed for the event will be
introduced, and participants will choose if they want to be a performer or a
producer on the track.)
12:15pm – 1:00pm

Lunch and a Lesson (Participants will split up for lunch, and join an industry
professional for a lunchtime conversation about the industry)

1:00pm – 2:30pm

Producing (Students who wish to focus on producing will be lead into the studio’s
control room, where a discussion of instrumentation, mixing, and arrangement will
take place)

1:00pm – 2:30pm

Performance (Students who wish to be a performer on the track will go into a
rehearsal room within the facility, and learn their part. A guest lecturer/producer
will help determine which role they will play in the music track.)

2:30pm – 3:00pm

Off to the House of Blues (Participants will celebrate their long day with some
snack & drinks and more conversations with the industry professionals who
donated their time and expertise)

BONUS CONTENT: While the students celebrate the day at the After Party, the studio engineering team
will stay in the studio to mix the song they’ve produced. By the end of the After Party, each participant
will receive a usb thumb drive with an mp3 of the song, and some of the still images from the day’s
program. A music video of the song and the student’s involvement will also be produced in weeks
following the event.
RESPONSIBILITIES:
1) All event planning, vendor hiring, music production, location rental, breakfast & lunch delivery, and
all elements related to the execution of the all-day seminar is the responsibility of CMN. Sprint is
responsible for all activities at the House of Blues and into the night.
2) Delivery of two (3:00) pieces of content, and five (:20) pieces of content.
3) Delivery of a content strategy – CMN will offer a road map for sharing the content, but will not be
responsible for executing the content strategy.
4) PR strategy – CMN will offer a list of contacts and suggestions on how to maximize the produced
content, but will not be responsible for the execution of the PR campaign.
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